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LIMIT-REPRESENTATION OF LINEAR,
EVEN DISCONTINUOUS, LINEAR
FUNCTIONALS IN HILBERT SPACES

Nota (*) di OTTON MARTIN NIKODY’M (a Gambier, Ohio)

1. - Usually only continuous linear functionals are con-

sidered in the literature, but there are discontinuous functionals
in Hilbert space and they also deserve a study. To have an
example of a discontinous linear functional defined every-
where in the Hilbert space H, let us remind that a necessary
and sufficient condition for the continuity of a linear func-
tional f(x) defined on H is its Hilbert-boundedness:

where (1) aught to hold for all x, and I is the

norm of x.

Hence, to have a discontinuous f (x), it suffices to assure

its non-boundedness on the unit 

Let .H be a Hamel-basis 1) in ~j, composed of vectors a a

with norm ~ 1. 
_

If x E H, (J) * 0, there exists a unique representation

with number coefficients Xi, ..., À", all ~ 0, and where ali E H
with mutually differing 

(*) Pervenuta in Redazione il 5 marzo 1954.

1) See [9]. It is a set H of independent vectors such that for

every vector c 0 there exists a finite number of vectors of H in

terms of which x can be linearly expressed.
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Let us attach to each aa a number p a such that their
whole set be unbounded. Put, with reference to (2),

The function thus defined is a linear discontinuous funetio-
nal on if.

2. - The following theorem is known [2]:
If f(x), with domain is a linear borelian functional,

[i.e. for every open set E the counterimage is borelian],
then f(x) is continuous. Hence, if a. linear functional is

borelian and discontinuous, it cannot be defined on the whole
space H, but only on some linear sub-variety of H. This va-
riety must be even a set of the ~.° cathegory [2].

An example of a’ borelian linear discontinuous functional
may be constructed by a device of M. H. Stone [3]. Let ~1,

’2’ ..., q*, ... be a complete orthonormal system of vectors in
~. Put

whenever

We easily prove that f ( ~), which is defined on the linear

variety L spanned ..., TO) ..., is discontinuous on L.
This example shows that there is some interest in linear

discontinuous functionals whose domain of existence is any
linear subvariety of H.

In the gener-8l case they cannot be represented as ordinary
limits of continuous linear functionals, but, if we apply stream
limits, i.e. Moore-Smith generalized limits, we obtain the

result that for every linear functional f (~), continuous ~r
not, defined on a linear subvariety L of H, there exists a
stream sequence 2) of linear continuous functional.

’2) A 141 1 E. H. Smith directed set&#x3E;&#x3E;) is

a part*a 15], it. e. (1) Is equivalent to a g ~1) 3~C~
bRc imply aRc; -a ‘ b is equivalent to GRfJ, bRa) such that for
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on H such that

and that the sequence does not tend to any limit for x E L.

To prove this we use a method whose priority belongs to

L. Alaoglu [1]. Though our aim is Hilbert space, we like

to lead our arguments so as to cover more general cases,
because on this w ay the essential elements will be better

visible.

3. - Let W be a linear V its linear subvariety 4),
and f (~) ~ 0 a linear functional with ~( f ‘ Y ’I).

Let V be infinite dimensional, and have’ an infinite defi-
ciency in W, (i.e. there exists in W an infinite dimensional
linear subvariety which is independent of V).

Suppose W is provided with a topology ( T) having the
following property: if M is a finite dimensional linear sub-

variety in W, then there exists a linear subvariety N comple-
mentary to M in W, such that for every linear functional

on M there exists 6) a linear ( T)-continuous functional

every as E ( ) R, b E (1) R there exists c with aRc and bRc. (I R is the
set of all x such that there exists y with R is the set of all y
such that there exists x with (I) R = (j 

A 8tream 8equence [5] ] of numbers I corresponding to a

stream ordering R is a number valued function defined for all

d E (1) R, i.e. ([ (1) R. We say: R- stream sequence.
We say that 3fd - V, if for every E &#x3E; 0 there existe do E (1) B

such that j Md - N C e whenever doRd. Since Md t cannot tend to

two different stream-limits, we may write lim Md = N.
R

3 ) A lineari 8pace is an Abelian group with real E or complex) multi-

pliers, where whenever ),. =1= 0, rc =t= 0:
4) A linear -subvariety of yV is a non empty set V such that, if

ct E V, then + V -

5) A linear functional is defined by the condition

g) There are linear topological spaces where every linear continuous
functional is identically equal 0, (see [61, [7]). Conditions are given
in [8].
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(D (x) in W such that O (x) = 0 wenever x E N and = 

whenever ax E JI.

Under these circumstances we shall prove that there exists
a .stream - ordering R and a corresponding R - stream
sequence t Fd(X) B of linear ( T)-continuous functionals with
(IF = W for d E R, such that

lim = f(x) for all x E V
B

lim .h’ d ( x) does not exist whenever x E V.
R

4. - Proof. Since f (x) =t= 0, we can choose y such that

Let Z be the subvariety of V composed of all vectors x

for which == 0. The variety Z has the deficiency == 1 with
respect to V, and y is independent of V.

Let Hz be a Hamel basis in Z, and consider the Hamel basis
in W composed of Hz , y and of a remaining class HK of
vectors. H K is an infinite set, because V has an infinite defi-

ciency in W. The set y) is, of course, a Hamel basis

of V. Let H z and H K be well ordered. Denote vectors of HZ
by a a a, and those of Hx by where a, ~ range over the
field of some transfinite well-orderings of ordinals.

5. - We shall consider ordered couples (A, B) where A
is a finite non empty set of vectors belonging to Z and B
a finite non empty set of vectors belonging to K.

A, B) be a number-valued function defined for

all A, B ; this function will be determined later on.
For any couple ( A, B) we define in W a linear, (T)-conti-

nuous functional in the following way:
By hypothesis there exists a linear variety WA, B , comple-

mentary to B B1) in IV, such that for every linear func-

7) A, B} t means the linear variety spanned by the vectors of A
and those -of B.
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tional on A, B f there exists a linear (T)-continuou8
functional Q (x) on W for x E 

and O(x) = 0 for Let x E ~ s there is a unique
representation

where a~ B, y I , ~" E B .

Since the vectors ..., b ~ , ..., b ~ are independent
they make up, in B, y ~ , a system of coordinates. Hence
x’ has a unique representation

where xl, ..., og, p, yl, ..., y, are numbers.

Put

This is a linear functional in I A, B, y ~ .
Now there exists, in 1~, a (T)-continuou8 functional 

such that

is even unique.
From (2) it follows

’At B(x) = provided that x - III -~- x", where x~ 

D, yi, 

6. - Define an ordering relation R for the couples (A, B):

(Au B1)R(A2, B2) will mean Å1 C A2, B1 f- D2 -

This is a stream-ordering, hence I is an R -

stream sequence of linear (T)-continuous functionals on W.
We shall prove that, whatever 8(A., B, P) may be, we have
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Let E V. There exists a unique representation of x’ in
terms of the Hamel-basis (Hz, y) :

Take c &#x3E; 0, and choose ~.o such that

hence

On the other hand we have

hence

with

Thus

7. - To assure that not converge whenever

x E T~, we shall make a suitable choice for S~A, B, 0).

where ~1  ...  ø,. Denote by (3) the number of those

p, in (4), for Denote the number of
vectors in A. Define
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8. - Let x E V. We have a unique representation of x in
terms of vectors of the Hamel-basis 

Choose B so as to have

and choose A such that

We have

and

For a given o this formula holds for any A such that

and for any B such that 6~ ,... ~ bpt E B .
Suppose

There exists (Ao,. Bo) such that for every. (A, B) with

(Ao, Bo) R (A, B) we have

Hence

(5)

Take A such that

and B such that
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We have

because E ~ A., y, B ~.

We get

Hence for

we get

and, by (5),

which is impossible.
Thus we have proved that lim FA, does not exist for

a?~y, , 
R

9. - The theorem proved settles the problem in the case
where V is infinite dimensional and has an infinite deficiency 

’

in W. Now, if V is finite dimensional, the problem is easy,
and in the case V has an at most finite deficiency, in W,
we may plunge W into a wider Hilbert space W’ so, as to

obtain the required infinite deficiency for V. If W is finite

dimensional, the problem is trivial.
Thus we can state the following

Theorem. - If

1. H is a Hilbert space (which may be neither separable
nor complete),

2. V a linear subvariety in W,
3. f ( x) a linear functional defined on V, then there
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exists a stream-ordering R and a corresponding stream-
sequence I of linear continuous functional in

~ such that

1) whenever x E V; 
’

R

2) ~ f a(x) ~ I does not tend to any limit, if x E V.
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